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Introduction

Trigent Software, Inc. is a global technology solutions company, 

enables organizations adopt digital processes and customer 

engagement models to achieve outstanding results and end-user 

experience. We help clients achieve this through enterprise-wide 

digital transformation, modernization, and optimization of their IT 

environment. Trigent’s decades of experience, deep domain 

knowledge, and technology expertise delivers transformational 

solutions to Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), Small and 

Medium Businesses(SMBs), and enterprises. We offer IT services 

from consulting to design, development and managed services 

across Infrastructure, Cloud, Mobility, BI, Analytics, Product 

Engineering, QA & Testing, IoT, Big Data, and Artificial Intelligence 

for multiple verticals.

This primer is designed to help you understand how Trigent can 

add value to your business. In the following sections, you’ll learn 

how your organization and Trigent can work together to create 

and manage a successful business applications. You’ll find 

answers to important questions that prospective clients often 

ask regarding how Trigent will approach and manage their 

engagement and ensure its success.
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Trigent focuses on the development and maintenance of specialized business applications that 

support a company’s unique competitive differentiation. Commercial software providers, 

manufacturers, and marketing and media companies have relied on Trigent to help them achieve 

the greatest possible ROI on the applications that drive their businesses.

Trigent helps clients to accelerate ROI with unique solution frameworks and development 

automation tools that enable rapid time-to-deployment for critical software systems. Trigent 

patent-pending technologies help companies quickly leverage existing business information from 

disparate systems. And our CMM-certified global development centers offer the flexibility clients 

need to optimally address their varying requirements for software development, maintenance, and 

support services.

Strategic Fit

What is Trigent’s business focus?

Trigent serves clients in four primary market 
segments: Software Products, Manufacturing, 
Marketing and Media, and Education and 
Training.

Software Products – Trigent helps software providers to 

support the complete lifecycle of their software products. 

Our services are tailored to address the unique needs of 

software startups, companies with mature product lines, 

and Web-based businesses. Trigent services include 

product engineering and co-development, quality assurance 

and testing, product enhancement and maintenance, and 

technical and customer support. Representative software 

clients include McCabe & Associates, Genesys Software 

Systems, Amergent, and PlaceWare.

Manufacturing – Trigent designs software solutions that 

help manufacturers manage product complexity and 

leverage product knowledge across the enterprise. 

Examples include systems for parts information 

management, build-to-order product configuration, and 

inventory optimization. Trigent develops systems that 

enable complex business processes while adapting to 

ongoing process change, so they can easily evolve with the 

business. We also help manufacturers to maintain and 

support their proprietary and customized third-party 

applications cost-effectively. Representative clients include 

International Truck & Engine Corp., Kruger, Inc., Hewlett 

Packard India, Honeywell, and Texas Instruments.

What markets does Trigent serve? Who are your clients?
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Marketing and Media – For marketing agencies, media and 

publishing companies, and organizations with online 

advertising models, Trigent develops and maintains 

systems that manage customer information, analyze 

complex data sets, and target and deliver personalized 

content. Examples include development of campaign 

management applications, maintenance of online classified 

portals, design of content management platforms for online 

networks, and creation of mobile applications to collect 

market research. Representative clients include Information 

Resources, Inc. (IRI), Classified Ventures, and Amergent.

Education and Training – Trigent creates custom e-learning 

applications designed to deliver personalized, interactive 

learning experiences. Collaborating with clients and subject 

matter experts, we draw on our expertise in content 

management platforms, personalization technology, 

collaborative environments, and community building to 

develop effective and engaging learning systems. 

Representative clients include EF Education, Results-Based 

Leadership, and MySelfHelp.com.
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Trigent provides your organization with an initial statement of 

work that provides a framework for how we will work together. 

This statement of work is generally a product of numerous 

discussions with the client about business goals and priorities 

and specific software requirements, and review of various 

documentation provided by the client. The statement of work 

sets out the roles and responsibilities for the engagement for 

both the client and Trigent. It articulates the client’s business 

priorities and specific metrics for success. It may also propose 

specific communication vehicles or risk mitigation strategies. 

This document, in addition to the project plan, which details 

specific tasks and activities, will form the initial foundation for 

building our relationship.

Engagement Management

How does my organization engage with Trigent? How do we go about defining the terms of our 
working relationship?

Your Engagement Manager will serve as the primary liaison 

during the course of your engagement, providing the main point 

of contact for the engagement, coordinating shared activities, 

and acting as a “go-to” person when questions arise. Trigent asks 

your organization to assign a Client Manager to serve a similar 

function in the client company to streamline communications 

and help ensure timely response to time-sensitive requirements.

Depending on the type and phase of an engagement, the Client 

Manager and other individuals within the client organization may 

interaction with Trigent business analysts, project managers, and 

engineers. However, whether your Trigent engagement team is 

based in Massachusetts, at our development center in Bangalore, 

India, or at a combination of the two, you should enjoy seamless 

and open communication lines with your Trigent team for 

project-specific work. Trigent utilizes audio conference lines, VoIP 

lines, video conferencing capabilities, and electronic 

communication vehicles from email to newsgroups to promote 

communication across project teams.

Who will I be working with at Trigent?
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Deliverables and work products will differ somewhat from project 

to project, depending on their focus. However, in a typical 

development project, the client organization will receive several 

key documents to review and approve or accept over the course 

of the project. These range from the initial Statement of Work and 

project plan to requirements and functional specifications, to 

design documents and quality assurance plans. Typical 

development project documents for client review are  illustrated 

below.

What are the key documents or plans that Trigent will produce in the course of the engagement?

Statement of 
Work (Proposal)

Quality 
Assurance Plan

Project Plan

Software 
Requirements 
Specification 

(SRS)

Project Status 
Reports

High-Level and 
Low-Level 

Design 
Documents

User 
Documentation

Functional 
Specification

Outlines the work to be undertaken, Trigent’s 
overall approach, and an estimate of effort 
and cost.

Describes the specific business requirements 
and processes that the application or system 
addresses.

Details the project’s development strategy, 
project team roles and organization, specific 
tasks at each phase, the project timeline, and 
all deliverables to the client. 

Defines the quality goals for the project, the 
approach to quality assurance, the standards 
and methods to be employed, specific tasks, 
roles and responsibilities, and schedules. 

Details the specific functional elements of the 
application based on the business 
requirements.

Describes the design of the system based on 
the functional specifications.

Documents system use for an end-user.
Describes tasks completed against the plan, 
tasks for the coming period, any unresolved 
issues, and master schedule changes.

Key Roles and Responsibilities in a Typical Project Team
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How will the work be structured? Where will it take place?

Delivery Models & Pricing

Often the initial phases of a project involve significant 

interaction with the client organization to define business 

and technical requirements before any development begins.  

To facilitate this process, Trigent may bring key team 

members together in a location convenient to the client. For 

example, the project manager and/or business analyst may 

participate in requirements workshops at the client’s site. 

During development, these team members will help to 

ensure that the Trigent development team understands the 

client’s business context and the genesis of design 

decisions. During the final deployment stages of a project, 

development team members may also participate in onsite 

deployment and testing, depending on the client’s 

requirements.

Project-Based Engagements – For engagements that are 

based on a discrete project, such as the development of a 

new application or product release, Trigent employs a 

development center delivery model, leveraging technical 

resources in our development facilities while providing local 

engagement management. The core Trigent development 

team, led by a project manager, is most commonly based in 

our Bangalore development center. However, the complete 

project team may include members from other Trigent 

offices. This team typically includes an engagement 

manager, business analysts, senior architect, and other 

technical staff with specialized expertise. Throughout the 

course of the project, the Trigent engagement manager 

serves as the liaison between the client and Trigent teams, 

managing ongoing communication. Initially, the Trigent team will provide the required services 

according to a preliminary estimate of maintenance and 

support activity levels. Service level requirements are 

monitored along with key metrics defined jointly with the 

client, and the team size may be adjusted to accommodate 

changing requirements. In such engagements, the core 

team is supplemented by “shadow” resources that are

Service-Level Based Engagements – For engagements 

involving ongoing maintenance and/or support of software 

applications, it is common for a core team to work together 

with client staff during the phases of requirements 

definition and initial knowledge transfer, often at the client 

location. As service activities are increasingly transferred to 

Trigent, the engagement team is generally located at 

Trigent facilities. In some cases, some Trigent team 

members may also provide support services from the client 

location.

Trigent client engagements most often follow 
one of three models: project-based 
engagements, service-level based 
engagements, and dedicated development 
operations (DDOs).
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trained in the client’s systems, in order to facilitate a rapid 

ramp-up to meet additional requirements.

Dedicated Development Operations (DDO) – For clients 

who wish to establish a permanent offshore development 

capability, Trigent offers dedicated development operations. 

This model allows clients to take advantage of the 

economic and time-to-market benefits of outsourcing 

development while providing an option for ownership of the 

development operation in the future. It generally involves a 

planned, gradual transition from a project-based or service-

based engagement to a dedicated team and infrastructure, 

of which the client can choose to take ownership in a 

commercial transaction.

Initially located within Trigent facilities, a DDO utilizes 

Trigent’s existing infrastructure, management, and 

processes. Trigent owns and manages the development 

operations for the client, and staffs the DDO according to 

the client’s requirements. The client may also choose to 

purchase hardware and software tools used by the DDO.  

Most often, DDOs continue in this model, with Trigent 

managing the operations for the client within Trigent 

facilities. However, in the event that the DDO grows to the 

point that it requires additional management and 

infrastructure overhead, or the client’s goal is establishing 

its own development facility, Trigent can establish a 

standalone operation. A separate entity owned by Trigent 

and the client, a standalone DDO provides the client with a 

provision to purchase Trigent’s interest after an agreed-

upon period. In such cases, Trigent can continue to serve as 

the managing agent for the operation, charging a 

management fee and providing the client with access to 

Trigent resources to cover peak load and specialized short-

term requirements.

Fixed Price – Payment is set at a fixed amount based on 

the agreed scope of work, to be paid in pre-established 

periodic increments, often tied to specific project

Trigent estimates the total cost of engagement based on a 

mutually agreed on scope of work, and an associated scope of 

effort, which is an estimate of the amount of time to be spent by 

specific resources to complete the scope of work. Trigent 

estimates the scope of effort for each engagement using 

standard estimation tools such as work breakdown structure, 

function point analysis and use case analysis (see Section 5: 

Project Planning). In some cases, total engagement costs may 

also include cost for software or hardware, or for the licensing of 

Trigent technology. In such cases, these categories of costs will 

be listed. Trigent will estimate the scope of work, effort and any 

ancillary costs in its Statement of Work for each project. Based 

on the specific requirements of each client and the nature of the 

engagement, Trigent offers a variety of pricing structures, the 

most common of which include fixed price & time and materials.

How will I plan for my costs? Will payments be tied to any milestones?
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deliverables. The delivery milestones and payment structure 

is defined in a Statement of Work. 

Time and Materials – Payment is based on a pre-

negotiated hourly or daily rate for specific roles, plus direct 

costs for materials used or other expenses incurred, such 

as travel. In some cases, projects based on time and 

materials may include a cap, a cost ceiling that Trigent will 

not exceed without the express approval of the client. 

Generally, fees for professional services are invoiced 

monthly. Time and materials engagements are commonly 

governed under an umbrella Master Services Agreement, 

with individual Statements of Work for discrete projects or 

tasks.
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How will Trigent determine my project timeline and resources requirements?

Project Planning

Function Point Analysis – This estimation method is 

commonly used for larger, complex applications. It is a 

method of breaking complex systems into smaller 

components, so they can be better understood and 

analyzed. Function points measure software by quantifying 

functionality provided to the user based primarily on the 

logical design. The number of function points for a given 

application is an indicator of its scope and complexity, and 

the related effort and unit cost to develop the application.

Work Breakdown Structure – This method involves 

estimating the number of people who will work on the 

project, what aspects they will work on when they will start 

work on the project, and when they will finish, resulting in a 

detailed staffing profile and calendar schedule.

Use Case Analysis – Use cases, a commonly used 

technique for gathering requirements, are comprised of 

narrative descriptions of domain processes. By employing 

use case analyses, Trigent can ensure that your business 

processes are well documented, and the system 

requirements are described in terms of the processes they 

support. Initially, we employ use cases to document the 

business process that the system must support without 

bias to technology. Later, in the design phase, use cases 

document how a specific set of user interfaces will support 

the required business process.

Trigent uses multiple estimation techniques to 
ensure the greatest accuracy in determining 
stafng requirements, timelines and costs for 
each client engagement. These techniques 
include:
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The structure of the Trigent team for your engagement is 

finalized during the project planning stage and is outlined in a 

Project Administration Plan. Generally, a Trigent Engagement 

Manager oversees the major activities and milestones of the 

project, and coordinates shared activities with the Client 

Manager. The Trigent Project Manager is responsible for 

managing the development team. Trigent Business Analysts 

conduct discussions with the client’s team during the 

requirements definition phase of the project and assist the 

development team in finalizing the requirements and functional 

specifications. A Senior Architect will participate in defining the 

system design, working closely with the Client Manager and the 

Trigent Project Manager. Development staff will include engineers 

with experience in the specific technologies relevant to the 

project. Quality Assurance and Test Engineers will monitor 

application quality at regular intervals.

Who at Trigent will work on my project?

Project Teams

Engagement  
Manager

n Account and project supervision

n Client communication 
n Resource planning

n Issue resolution 

Key Roles and Responsibilities in a Typical Project Team

Managing 
communication 

between the client 
organization and 

Trigent

Project 
Manager

n Client communication

n Project administration planning
n Scheduling
n Staff management 
n Project monitoring and reporting

Managing the 
project to the 

agreed schedule 
and budget

Business 
Analyst(s)

n Development of application 
requirements

n Creation of Project Plan

n Contribution to Software 
Requirements Specification 
document

n Contribution to Software 
Functional Specification document

Defining business 
requirements

Architect(s)

n Development of Use Case Models
n Development of Software 

Requirements Specification 
document

n Development of Software 
Functional Specification document

n Creation of System Architecture 
and Design

n Creation of Object Model

Overseeing the 
design of the 
application

Developer(s)

n Testing

n System Test Plan

n Deployment

n Coding
n Detailed System Design

n Object Model
Developing the 

application 
according to design 

requirements

Quality 
Assurance & 

Testing 
Manager

n System Testing
n Quality management
n Client interaction related to testing 

and deployment

Managing system 
and unit testing 

prior to deployment
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n Collaborative systems

n Rules-based systems

n Framework-based development

n Content management and personalization

n Enterprise application integration technologies

For engagements that require specialized expertise not available 

within Trigent, we will partner with best-in-class vendors to 

provide the required experience.

n Microsoft .NET framework

Trigent Project Managers and Engagement Managers hold 

Master’s degrees in Computer Science have an average of eight 

years’ experience in managing software services projects. Senior 

Developers have an average of five years of software engineering 

experience, with Developers averaging three to four years.

Trigent staffs each engagement based on the domain and 

technical requirements of the project. Trigent offers particular 

expertise in areas such as:

n J2EE technologies

How will I know I’m getting the right skill sets on my project?
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Communication is critical to the success of every engagement 

and must be managed at multiple levels with the organization: 

the executive level, the operational level, and the project level. For 

each level, Trigent works with your organization to define the 

focus of communication, the primary point of contact within 

Trigent and your organization, appropriate communication 

vehicles, and the required frequency of communications.

How will my organization interact with Trigent over the course of an engagement?

Project Communication

Multi-Level Client Communication Structure
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The escalation process follows the above-mentioned 

hierarchy. The processes and the people responsible are 

identified in the Project Plan associated with the project. 

Operational Level

Modes of Communication

Trigent’s approach will be to:

Trigent has multiple voice and data lines connecting to the 

Bangalore Development Center. Video conferencing can 

also be facilitated from our Southborough office on a 

planned basis subject to availability. Trigent has also 

contracted with a Web conferencing and voice conferencing 

vendor for efficient and cost-effective communication 

across borders. Email, chat, and newsgroups are also 

available for project communication.

Key personnel involved from Trigent include:

n Endeavor to communicate so that the “whole picture” or 

end objectives of a task are metExecutive Level Communication

Project Level communication occurs on a weekly basis or 

more frequently if needed. The key communication at this 

level is between the Project Managers at Trigent and the 

client.

n Use multiple modes of communication, synchronous 

and asynchronous, so that time zone issues related 

delays are managed

n Senior Management 

n Delivery Head

Project Level

n Engagement Manager

n Encourage more communication rather than restrict 

communication

Escalation Processes

The Executive Team will determine the strategic vision of 

the relationship, ensure that the vision is being 

implemented, and guide the Operations and Project areas 

as necessary. The client and Trigent executive teams 

should meet periodically for reviews and adjustments. 

Trigent anticipates this to happen once every 2 months.

The Engagement Manager and the Project Manager are the 

operational level contact for the execution of all projects. All 

the decisions relating to project delivery, HR, training, 

scheduling, QA, processes, and facilities are handled at this 

level. Also, specific issues for projects are escalated here if 

they cannot be resolved at the project level. Trigent 

anticipates this to happen once every month.
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Key deliverables are generally presented in face-to-face meetings 

when possible. The Client Manager will receive periodic project 

status reports, usually weekly. Based on your project 

requirements, the team may also meet on a periodic basis to 

discuss project status and resolve any outstanding issues. 

The Project Manager creates a Development Schedule using a 

standard project management tool such as MS Project, detailing 

the discrete tasks involved in each phase of the project and the 

team members responsible. The Project Manager manages day-

to-day project activities according to the agreed-upon schedule 

and allocates project resources over the course of the project.  In 

the event that the Project Manager identifies an issue that may 

impact the project schedule or project staffing, he or she will 

escalate the issue to the Trigent Engagement Manager. The 

Engagement Manager is responsible for monitoring project 

activity, and for managing communication with the client 

organization through the Client Manager.

Trigent follows standard processes for project planning and 

management, which are tailored to the needs of individual client 

engagements.

At the start of a new project, Trigent assigns a Project Manager 

based on the specific technical or domain requirements of the 

project. Your Project Manager is responsible for project planning 

and managing project staff and day-to-day project activity.

With input from the Trigent Engagement Manager, the Project 

Manager prepares a Project Plan and a Software Quality 

Assurance Plan for review by your Client Manager. The Project 

Plan outlines the project’s development strategy, project team 

roles and organization, specific tasks at each phase, the project 

timeline, and all deliverables to the client. The Quality Assurance 

Plan outlines the specific activities that will be undertaken to 

ensure project quality.

How will my project be managed?

Project Management & Review

Major project milestones are outlined in the initial Statement of 

Work provided by Trigent. These milestones will be further 

detailed in the Project Plan, and processes and timelines for 

review will be mutually agreed upon. To ensure that the project 

stays on track, Trigent has implemented a multi-level reporting 

structure that tracks tasks, deliverables, and issues to resolution.

Project Status Reporting – Each week, the Trigent Project 

Manager prepares a Weekly Project Status Report for 

submission to the Engagement Manager and the Client 

Manager. This report details completed activities, pending 

issues to be resolved, and planned activities for the next 

week. The information in the report is drawn from work 

products from individual team members, including the

How will I know the project is on track?
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weekly Engineer’s Work Report, indicating work completed 

and open issues, and timesheets detailing hours spent on 

each activity.

Monthly Project Summary – The Trigent Project Manager 

prepares a monthly report, which consolidates project 

activities and measures progress against the plan. The 

Engagement Manager reviews this report with Trigent’s 

senior management. A status report summarizing monthly 

report findings is then forwarded to the client for review and 

approval.

Project End Review – The Project End Review captures 

knowledge relevant to the project and incorporates it into a 

Knowledge archive. The Project End Review may also 

include training documentation so that future team 

members may be brought up to speed quickly.

In some phases of a project, more frequent status reports 

may be necessary to effectively manage ongoing activities.  

For example, for a development project in the system 

testing phase, the Project Manager may make more 

frequent status reports to the client. Similarly, in an 

engagement involving application maintenance, the Project 

Manager may report software bugs and bug fix status to 

the Engagement Manager on a daily basis.

Weekly Meetings – The Trigent engagement team meets at 

least weekly to discuss their activities, along with any 

problems or issues, and may also meet on an ad hoc basis 

as needed.

Weekly Status 
Report

Monthly Project 
Summary

n Unresolved issues

n Tasks completed against planned
n Tasks for the next week

n Reason for deviation from the schedule

n Plan for the next month

n Unresolved Issues

n Tasks completed against planned

n Master schedule changes

Project Status Reporting Deliverables
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n What are the time-to-deployment requirements?

4D Methodology – The 4D Methodology is Trigent’s four-

phase process for developing Web-based applications, 

encompassing Discover, Design, Develop, and Deploy. Each 

phase in the 4D process represents a milestone that is used 

as a management checkpoint to review and approve 

progress and quality.

n How clearly are application requirements specified at the 

outset of the project?

n How likely are requirements to change in the course of the 

project?

n What is the stage of the application lifecycle – is this a new 

application, an enhancement to an existing application, or a 

migration to a new platform?

n How will the Trigent development teamwork with the client’s 

development team?

Trigent is experienced in a variety of development methodologies 

and will define the development process for your engagement 

based on your specific project and organizational requirements. 

In determining the appropriate methodology for a given project, 

Trigent considers such issues as:

Below is a description of our methodologies.

Agile Process – Trigent may employ an Agile approach for 

development projects that we anticipate will need to 

accommodate changing requirements, even late in 

development.  The Agile methodology employs small 

development teams in close communication, with a focus 

on frequent delivery of working software, made possible by 

close collaboration between developers and business 

managers. Because the Agile process requires business 

and technical staff to work together daily throughout the 

project, this methodology requires a high degree of 

participation and collaboration with client business and 

technical staff throughout the project.

Maintain Methodology – Projects that require maintenance 

of existing products (including bug fixes and minor 

enhancements) usually have a recurring lifecycle – they are 

ongoing in nature. Effective knowledge management, 

source code control, and testing the impact of changes are 

some of the critical issues in a maintenance engagement. 

Trigent’s Maintain methodology is a phased approach 

designed to facilitate rapid transfer of knowledge about 

existing systems and maintenance related activities to 

Trigent, and client visibility into ongoing maintenance 

activities. It encompasses phases for Scope Definition, 

Knowledge Gathering, Transition, and Ongoing 

Maintenance.

What development processes will Trigent follow in my engagement?

Software Methodologies
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In order to maintain quality standards in line with the Capability 

Maturity Model (CMM) for Software, Trigent’s requirements for 

employing a development methodology are that: 
n it is well defined, 

Often, our clients look to Trigent to ensure industry best practices 

processes are followed in the execution of their development of 

maintenance projects. However, in certain cases, such as when 

the client organization wishes Trigent to undertake product co-

development, or when specific business requirements mandate a 

specialized methodology, Trigent may adopt a development 

process defined by the client.

n it ties key practices to the improvement of long-term business 

performance.

n it is documented, and 

If your organization has development or maintenance 

methodologies in place that meet these criteria, Trigent can 

usually work within your defined process guidelines.

Will Trigent work within the development processes my organization already has in place?
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All client projects are conducted within the parameters of the 

Trigent QMS and include an approved Quality Assurance Plan. 

Quality assurance guidelines and activities are determined based 

on your individual project and its requirements. Plans are 

thoroughly reviewed by Trigent’s Quality Assurance Group for 

process validity, measurement and control of products and 

services, as well as processes.

In 2004, the Trigent India Development Center was independently 

assessed against the Capability Maturity Model for Software 

(CMM) by SEI-certified assessors from KPMG and rated at CMM 

Level 4. The CMM Level 4 assessment signifies that the 

organization has a well-defined, measured process for software 

development and for achieving ongoing quality improvements. At 

the time of the certification, it was one of approximately 125 

software development organizations worldwide to achieve this 

rating.

Trigent follows quality management processes based on the 

Rational Unified process and our own proprietary Quality 

Management System (QMS). QMS addresses the eight-core 

quality management principles defined in ISO 9000 standards.

Trigent has demonstrated a strong commitment to quality 

management since its inception. Trigent’s India Development 

Center has been certified ISO 9001 compliant since 1996 and 

became one of only 35 “TickIT” organizations in India.

What quality standards will Trigent apply to my project?

Quality Management

Trigent works with your organization in the initial stages of the 

engagement to define your quality requirements. We outline 

these requirements and the mechanisms for ensuring they are 

met in a Quality Assurance Plan, which is submitted to the Client 

Manager for approval.

Quality management is an ongoing process throughout the 

course of a project. Regular audits are conducted to ensure 

compliance with the project plan and requirement specifications.  

Milestone reviews with the client organization help ensure 

defined quality standards are being met, and that any corrective 

actions are initiated in a timely manner.

How will I know Trigent will meet my organization’s quality criteria?
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Trigent’s development center in Bangalore is a 25,000 square foot 

facility equipped with a multi-protocol network center with high-

speed lines; dedicated point-to-point connectivity links with 

Trigent’s U.S. facility; and high-speed, redundant Internet 

connectivity.

Trigent has development centers in Southborough, 

Massachusetts, and Bangalore, India. Trigent maintains a state-

of-the-art development environment across our facilities, 

designed to facilitate distributed software development. Our 

communications network provides 24x7 high bandwidth links 

between development centers, and our integrated 

communications and computing infrastructure can be configured 

and extended to support customer locations.

Dedicated network management teams support our 

development centers to ensure uninterrupted client connectivity 

and seamless engagement execution across locations.

How are Trigent develop centers equipped?

Facilities & Infrastructure

Phone 
Communications

Video 
Conferencing

n Voice over IP (VoIP) links to Bangalore 
development center

n Voice lines that allow clients to reach the 
Bangalore office by dialing a U.S. number

n Video conferencing facilities in 
Southborough and Bangalore locations

Infrastructure Highlights

Internet 
Connectivity

Network 
Infrastructure

n Ability to establish VPN capability 
through the Internet if necessary.

n India facility has Internet connectivity 
through the Software Technology Parks 
of India (STP), a licensed International 
Communications service provider and a 
Category A Internet Service Provider.  

n High-speed Internet connectivity for 
intracompany and external 
communication n Secured VPN to various client sites

n Video Conferencing facilities
n Checkpoint firewall for security

n LAN with Lucent Giga speed cabling 
system with Cisco and Cabletron 
switches

Redundant Power
n Back-up Diesel Power generators 

allowing indefinite operation with captive 
power
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Trigent has well-established processes and procedures for data 

management and security, addressing such issues as access 

control and protection, data loss prevention, protection of 

confidentiality and intellectual property, and disaster recovery.

Logical Security – Trigent employs authentication and 

access control for network files at the folder level, as well as 

network desktop security tools.

Physical Security – The Trigent Bangalore Development 

Center maintains 24-hour security guards, and employees 

entering and exiting the facility are required to show 

identification badges and access cards.

Information Security and Network Security – Client project 

information is secured by the signing of non-disclosure 

agreements, provision for total document security, and 

making information available only on a need-to-know basis. 

Traffic coming through the redundant Internet link must 

pass through a firewall. All customer data goes on the 

Internet through secure VPN tunnels and the IPLC link.

Disaster Recovery – The Bangalore development facility 

maintains redundancy in power supplies and connectivity 

systems as described above. For each client project, data 

and source backups are made either daily or weekly 

depending on the requirements of the client. Projects 

executed in Trigent’s Bangalore development center are 

backed up on-site and remotely. Remote project data is 

backed up daily at a server repository in the U.S. Company-

wide project data and source backups are made weekly, 

monthly and yearly. Weekly volume backups of network 

files are stored at a secure separate location. The yearly 

backups are stored in fire-safe cabinets. Backup procedures 

are tested by Trigent every two months. Trigent’s disaster 

recovery and offsite backup systems and procedures are 

documented as part of its Quality Management System. 

Confidentiality – Trigent employees working on a client 

project cannot work on a competitive project for a period of 

six months, or for the period specified by contractual 

agreement between Trigent and a client, whichever is 

longer.

What security measures does Trigent use to protect project work?  What procedures does Trigent 
have in place for disaster recovery?

Security
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Risk Identification – Trigent identifies potential risks across 

several categories, including risks related to business 

issues, technical issues, user acceptance, and 

implementation.

Risk Assessment – Trigent analyzes the likelihood of risk 

and the possible undesirable outcomes and attaches a 

Severity Factor to the risk (0-10).

Risk Mitigation Strategy – Trigent defines a strategy for 

addressing each identified risk, based on its likelihood and 

severity.

Trigent’s approach to risk management is a process of identifying 

potential risks, assessing their severity, developing strategies to 

address each risk and a process for monitoring risk factors 

throughout the project.

For smaller engagements or those with relatively few risk factors, 

Trigent outlines identified risks and mitigation strategy as part of 

its initial Statement of Work. For engagements in which there is a 

relatively complex set of risk factors, Trigent will work with the 

client early in the engagement to develop a separate Risk 

Management Plan. 

Risk Monitoring – Trigent defines how identified risk 

factors will be monitored in the course of the project, and 

the responsibilities of Trigent and the client in monitoring 

activities.

What processes does Trigent use to mitigate potential project risks?

Risk Management

Trigent’s multi-tiered communication process is in place for daily 

communication and timely identification of problems that may 

arise during an engagement. When an issue arises on the project 

level, for example, when a new required feature may impact the 

project schedule, the Trigent Project Manager escalates it to the 

Trigent Engagement Manager. The Engagement Manager then 

works with your Client Manager to resolve the issue to your 

satisfaction. These escalation procedures are documented in 

your Project Plan.

What is the process for resolving any problems that may occur during the course of the project?
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n Knowledge about the processes involved in the specific 

project or engagement

    
Trigent documents key knowledge about systems and processes 

in a format mutually agreed upon with the client. This may take 

the form of manuals, knowledgebase, online forums, or other 

vehicles, which are maintained by Trigent. Regular client 

meetings are also used as a forum for knowledge sharing. [For 

more information on project communication, see .]Section 7

n Knowledge about a product or products

Trigent focuses its knowledge management processes and 

systems on key categories of knowledge developed in most 

engagements: 

n Knowledge about a particular business area (or domain)

n Knowledge about business processes specific to the client 

organization 

In the initial phase of the engagement, Trigent and the client will 

define the key categories for knowledge transfer and the 

appropriate vehicles and timeframe for each. Often, this process 

will include a review of existing documentation, group meetings 

to map processes, individual interviews with domain experts, and 

training sessions related to specific applications or technologies.

How does Trigent capture and share knowledge related to my engagement?

Knowledge Management

Process documentation – Written documentation in the 

form of print or online manuals that illustrate and describe 

the process key to the use or maintenance of the system.

Client extranets – Web-based portals, such as SharePoint 

portals, that provide current information about the project 

team, key deliverables, and timelines.

End-user training – Training sessions on the use of an 

application or software product for end-user groups, or in 

individual settings. 

n On a particular technology that underlies the use or 

support of a system

Technical training – Training sessions for individuals or 

groups, held virtually or in person, either:
n On the use and support of a system

Shared knowledgebase – Applications for tracking and 

sharing issues across the client and Trigent team, which 

may include Trigent’s Knowledge Support Solution, third-

party software such as TeamTrack, or another proprietary 

knowledgebase.

While Trigent tailors the process of knowledge transfer to the 

specific needs of each client, vehicles for knowledge transfer to 

the client organization generally include:

System documentation – Written documentation in the 

form of print or online manuals that provide detailed 

technical specifications.

What processes does Trigent use to transition knowledge to my organization?
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